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SEFURL with parameters in URL path

Status
- Open

Subject
SEFURL with parameters in URL path

Version
9.x

Category
- Error

Feature
Search engine optimization (SEO)
Docs (WebODF)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
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Rating

Description
Using the method described in documentation http://doc.tiki.org/Clean+URLs (Step 2: Configure Tiki to Produce Clean URLs): activating search engine friendly url and choosing 'lang' for 'List of Url Parameters that should go to the path', editing a translated page will lead (save or cancel edit) to a not properly recognized pathname with /xy/ in it, where xy is the two letter language code.

Solution
There is a hint in the documentation: This setting requires you adapt your .htaccess. An explanation how to set up .htaccess correctly might be enough to do.

Importance
6

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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